Ex-NFL Player Sentenced for Selling Opioids for Drug Ring
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Over 'Summerfest' Promotion Routinely Denies Promotions to Latino Umpires Under Its ‘Summerfest’ Promotion

routinely denies promotions to Latino umpires under its campaign to create diversity in the sport. With the Securities and Exchange Commission probing insurance company shareholders sue Chinese biotech company for failing to disclose related party transactions.

Strikes’ Cases Upheld

Strikes’ cases upheld. Judges can refuse to shorten prison sentences for inmates with serious health issues. Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach faces increasing heat in the week since he sent letters to all 50 states asking for information on the voting machines.

Golden State a sanctuary for undocumented immigrants. California moves closer to creating sanctuary for undocumented immigrants. Who will be able to stay, how to protect against deportations.

Shareholders Sue Chinese Biotech

Shareholders sue Chinese biotech company for failing to disclose related party transactions.

Biden’s Nukes Are Not on Negotiation Table

Kim vows North Korea’s nuclear weapons are not on negotiation table. South Korea says no negotiations on denuclearization.

Volvo Is First Major Carmaker to Forgo Traditional Engines

Volvo is first major carmaker to forgo traditional engines in favor of electric vehicles. The move is part of the company’s plan to become a fully electric carmaker by 2030.

Drivers Can’t Use Cell Phones While Texting, South Korea

A new law in South Korea prohibits drivers from using cell phones while texting or making calls. The law was enacted to reduce the number of accidents caused by distracted driving.

In-Store to Diplomacy on Russia’s ‘Red Army’ Closing Ceremony

In-store to diplomacy on Russia’s ‘Red Army’ Closing Ceremony. Russia’s ‘Red Army’ is a military-themed store that offers a wide range of products related to Russian history and culture.

Four Students Expelled From High School for Bogus Rap Song

Four students expelled from high school for making a rap song that included grotesque imagery and references to violence. The school administration said the song violated its community standards.

NYPD Immune From Pepper-Sprayed Protester’s Sewage Suit

NYPD immune from pepper-sprayed protester’s sewage suit. The court clerk in Ventura must let the press see new actions before they are released.

Trump Urges GOP to Repeal Health Care Law, Vows to Replace Later

Trump urges GOP to repeal health care law, vowing to replace it later. Trump has called the Affordable Care Act a “disaster” and has promised to replace it with a new health care plan.

City Files Malpractice Suit Over SoCal Corruption Scandal

City files malpractice suit over SoCal corruption scandal. The suit alleges that the city was misled by its legal advisors.

Town of Newtown Asks Judge to Throw Out ‘Charlie Case’

Town of Newtown asks judge to throw out ‘Charlie Case.’ The town is seeking damages from a convicted bank robber who claimed he was victimized by the police.

House Committee Votes to Unwind President’s Operations

House committee votes to unwind President’s Operations. The committee voted to reverse a decision made by the President earlier this year.

Mueller Probe Could Draw Focus to Russian Crime

Mueller probe could draw focus to Russian crime. The special counsel investigation has focused on potential Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

Replace Later

Replace later.

Driverless Cars May Criminalize Ride-Share Services

Driverless cars may criminalize ride-share services. The new technology could lead to the illegal use of self-driving cars.

UK’s Foreign Secretary Backs Doctors in Baby Charlie Case

UK’s foreign secretary backs doctors in baby Charlie case. The baby’s parents are seeking to have their child moved to another country for treatment.

Merkel Stands by Suggestion Europe Can’t Rely Fully on US

Merkel stands by suggestion Europe can’t rely fully on US. Angela Merkel, Germany’s chancellor, has said that the EU cannot rely fully on the US for defense.
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